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English translation:
Shaharzad: Parwana dear, are people interested in TV in Afghanistan? Do people watch
TV seldom? Do they watch TV often? Do people mostly watch TV in Kabul, or is it
common for people to watch TV in the provinces too?
Parwana: Usually, it is all over Afghanistan. It is a common hobby of Afghans, especially
women, who are mostly at home. They watch TV, and their only hobby is TV -- when
there is electricity. Because we have no other place, we have no other hobby or place for
entertainment. There is nothing to entertain them, and most of our women do not work
either. So they have to stay home and watch TV. And the thing that they are most
interested in, they listen to music.
Shaharzad: On TV, right?
Parwana: Our youth, yes, our youth (listens to music) on TV. And one other hobby is TV
series. Now in Afghanistan, every night, for almost three hours, three or four hours, there
are only these TV series. For example, if they start from 6 PM, it goes on till 9:30 or 10
PM.

Shaharzad: Are these series on internal (Afghan) TV stations, or do Afghans watch
foreign TV stations too? And which languages are these series in, usually? Are they
Afghan series?
Parwana: These series are on our own TV stations, our own TV stations and yet mostly it
is Indian. Almost all (the series) are Indian.
Shaharzad: You mean the series are Indian?
Parwana: Yes, but Afghans themselves translate it and put it on TV.
Shaharzad: Okay. Are there people who request production of Afghan TV series? Or that
they say, “Don’t put on series all the time” and stuff…
Parwana: There are people who oppose it, and I think they are right, because most of the
time on TVs is spent only for these series. I don’t want to say that there should be none.
There are people who say that it should be totally discontinued, because of our religion,
because it is very different than our religion. And there are some series that depend a lot
on their religion in the series. Everything seems to be about their religion and those….
Shaharzad: The religion is Hinduism and other Hindu religions.
Parwana: Yes. And this, at one point, angered our people, some of our people and they
said that the series broadcast should be discontinued. But still, the numbers of fans are
more then those who oppose.
Shaharzad: Are the fans of series younger people usually or from every generation?
Parwana: Younger people are mostly interested to music, I think. But some, maybe there
are some young people but mostly, the people who are not busy, who don’t go to school
and have no jobs and are at home, they watch these things…elderly women and elderly
men.
Shaharzad: Do you think that these TV series encourage young girls to study, to do new
things, to travel and to be brave and stuff. Or no, it is all about having kids, marriage
and…?
Parwana: It is all about how to keep your house and how to treat their kids, brother and
sister. It is all about family issues. Nothing is said about that (supporting women,
education). They are a few examples, very rare. The most they do is that someone comes
from studying abroad in USA in the series, and that is it.
Shaharzad: But you don’t see anybody who is studying and getting good grades.
Parwana: No. and those who come back (from study-abroad), they just marry. That is end
of it.

Shaharzad: Okay. So it doesn’t give a motive to young women like you to study and all.
Parwana: No. And it is all repetitive. One thing is repeated several times. One person
dies, comes back to life, and dies again. There had been a problem, in fact, some one else
had died, and… it is all repetitive.
Shaharzad: According to you, the TV series have low quality, but how is the quality of
translation? Is interpretation good or bad?
Parwana: The translation is not good either.
Shaharzad: Yes.
Parwana: Because our Afghans couldn’t do it correctly. What the series really means,
they couldn’t bring it to their own language, and it is difficult too, because maybe there
are lots of things in their language that our language doesn’t have and we can’t say it
clearly and correctly.
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